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Swiss Peak Heritage A5 Notebook
116492
Exceptional medium size Swiss Peak notebook with 80 leaves (160
pages) of 80gsm lined cream paper and a bookmark ribbon. It has a
hard cover which is finished with textured leather look PU. There is a
three dimensional Swiss Peak badge on the front cover and the brand is
tastefully debossed on the back cover and printed in the corner of each
page. The notebook is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box.
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Melrose Notebook
113088
Luxurious medium size notebook with a convenient pocket on the
front to securely hold a phone. It has a hard cover with a neatly
stitched soft PU finish. Melrose has a massive 160 leaves (320 pages)
of lined cream paper with subtle coloured edges. Other features
include a smart elastic closure and a bookmark ribbon.

Stanford Notebook
112566
Outstanding medium size notebook with a large
reinforced pocket on the front which will hold a
phone and other small items. It has a hard cover with
a heather style PU finish and smart black stitching.
Stanford has a massive 160 leaves (320 pages) of lined
cream paper and a bookmark ribbon The notebook
and pocket are securely sealed with a strong
magnetic closure.
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Lexus Notebook
111458
Design inspired medium size notebook with 100 leaves (200 pages)
of lined cream paper. It has a bookmark ribbon and a secure domed
closure with an easy open tab that doubles as a pen holder. Lexus
has a hard cover which is finished with on trend heather style PU.

Rado Notebook with Pen
110463
Refined medium size notebook with 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined
cream paper, an elastic closure band and a unique pen holder on
the inside of the spine. It has a hard cover with a textured PU finish
and a stylish aluminium Lancer pen is included in the pen holder.
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Diablo Notebook
113936
Superior design and functionality have been integrated to
produce a truly exceptional notebook that stands out from
the crowd. Diablo has a hard cover that features a cohesive
combination of black and grey heather style PU with coloured
accents. It has 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined cream paper with
coloured edges, a secure magnetic closure and a bookmark
ribbon. The coloured features are matched as closely as the
materials will allow.
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Andorra Gift Set

Princeton Gift Set

116693

116694

Exceptional gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box.
It includes a medium size Andorra Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Panama ball pen. The notebook has 80 leaves (160
pages) of high quality lined cream paper and a hard cover with
a leather look PU finish which features a vibrant coloured inlay.
Other features include stitching on the cover, a secure magnetic
closure band and a book mark ribbon. The pen has shiny anodised
coloured barrels and a matt anodised silver barrel, all of which
have shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill with
1200 metres of writing ink and blue is available for an additional
charge. The barrel laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Luxury gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Princeton Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Lancer ball pen. The notebook has a hard cover
with a delightfully stitched heather style PU finish and an
elastic pocket on the front to securely hold a phone. It has 80
pages (160 leaves) of lined cream paper, a bookmark ribbon
and a pen loop. The pen has shiny anodised coloured barrels
and a matt anodised silver barrel, all of which have shiny
chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill with 1200
metres of writing ink and blue is available for an additional
charge. Lancer laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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Alexis Gift Set
116691
Trendy gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It includes a
medium size Alexis Notebook and a retractable aluminium Centra ball
pen. The notebook has an attention-grabbing hard cover which is finished
with a stylish combination of heather style PU matched with leather look
white PU. It has 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined cream paper, an elastic
closure band and a bookmark ribbon. The pen has a matt anodised barrel
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black refill with 800 metres of writing ink
and the barrel laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Demio Gift Set
116690
Stylish gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It includes a
medium size Demio Notebook and a retractable aluminium Lancer ball
pen. The notebook has a flexible PU cover, 112 leaves (224 pages) of
colour-edged cream paper with lines, a pen holder in the spine and a
bookmark ribbon. The pen has shiny anodised coloured barrels and a matt
anodised silver barrel, all of which have shiny chrome accents. It has a black
large volume refill with 1200 metres of writing ink and blue is available for
an additional charge. Lancer laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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Marble Gift Set

Prescott Gift Set

116692

116695

Vibrant gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Marble Soft Cover Notebook and a
retractable aluminium Vienna ball pen. The notebook has a flexible
thermal PU cover with a delightful marble patterned soft touch
finish. The thermal PU is manufactured for debossing and the
notebook debosses to a charcoal colour. Marble has 80 leaves (160
pages) of lined cream paper and a book mark ribbon. The pen has
a debossed pattern on the grip, a matt lacquered barrel and shiny
chrome accents. It has a blue large volume refill with 800 metres
of writing ink and black ink is available for an additional charge.
Vienna laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Deluxe gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Prescott Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Vienna ball pen. The notebook has a hard cover
with a stitched PU finish that features a unique accent stripe
and an elastic pen holder. It has 80 pages (160 leaves) of
lined cream paper and a bookmark ribbon. The pen has a
debossed pattern on the grip, a matt lacquered barrel and
shiny chrome accents. It has a blue large volume refill with
800 metres of writing ink and black ink is available for an
additional charge. Vienna laser engraves to an oxidised white
colour.
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Pierre Cardin Notebook
113314 - Pierre Cardin Notebook - Small
113319 - Pierre Cardin Notebook - Medium
Pierre Cardin have combined style and functionality to produce an
outstanding notebook which is available in two sizes. It has a hard
cover with a delightfully textured PU leather finish and an expandable
pocket inside the back cover. The notebook has 96 leaves (192 pages)
of acid free lined paper, a bookmark ribbon and an elastic closure
band. The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully debossed on the back cover
and subtly printed on the bottom corner of each page.

Pierre Cardin Soft Cover
Notebook
114000 - Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Small
114001 - Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Medium
Timeless notebook from Pierre Cardin which is available in two
sizes. It has a flexible soft touch PU cover with twin layers so the
inside and outside cover are different colours. The notebook has 96
leaves (192 pages) of cream coloured lined paper which is acid free.
The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully debossed on the back cover and
subtly printed on the bottom corner of each page.
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Whitehall Tablet Portfolio
107085
PU portfolio with a secure zippered closure which will hold almost any tablet with
its unique elastic fastening system. It has a large lined pad, a pen loop, a business
card holder and four loops to hold flash drives. Whitehall can be personalised with
individual laser engraved names and laser engraves to a matt brown finish.
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